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Committee: Standards and General Purposes Committee

Date: May 2020

Subject:  Report on the use of temporary workers and 
consultants

Lead officer: Liz Hammond, HR Lead

Lead member: Councillor Mark Allison, Deputy Leader and Cabinet 
Member for Finance

Contact officer: Liz Hammond, HR Lead, 0208 545 3152

Recommendations: 

A. To note progress made to monitor and control the use of temporary workers and 
consultants

B. To review the frequency with which this Committee should receive this report

1. Purpose of report and executive summary

The Committee has received regular progress reports in relation to the number 
of interim appointments in the council and the mechanisms in place to monitor 
the use of such workers.   At the meeting in July 2019 the Committee agreed to 
review the frequency of the report coming to this Committee which is currently 
every other meeting.

2.  Details

2.1 The central monitoring database consists of all types of interim/temporary 
placement (over £30 pounds per hour). 

2.2 The database is updated on a monthly basis and double-checked with 
departmental management teams (DMTs) for accuracy, with quarterly reports 
as at the end of October, November, December, January, February, March, 
April and May being reported to this committee.

2.3 As at the end of May 2020, the Council employed 162 interim/temporary 
workers at £30 per hour (or more) compared to 139 in September 19, which is 
an increase of 23 workers. Appendix 1 refers to the detail and composition of 
the interim workforce. Where possible, corporate contracts are used as they 
provide better value for the Council. 
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2.4 The committee on 30th July 2018 requested additional information for 
interims/temporary worker placements (as defined in para 2.1):

 the costs and numbers over a three year period
 the number of temporary workers who have converted to permanent 

roles with the Council also know as ‘temp to perm’.

2.5 The engaging of most interim workers is via Comensura or the LGRP, which is 
a London wide contract for interim appointments. Even within the aforesaid  
existing contracts the Council has sought to get the best ‘price’ and in doing so 
have attracted high quality interims at 10% of the mark-up price. There have 
been instances due to market supply issues, although very few, when the 
Council has not used either of these contracts and has had to go ‘off contract’.  
There are robust processes in place to manage this process, which requires a 
business case and financial checks to ensure there is a budget to pay for the 
assignment, as well as sign off by the Director of Corporate Services.  

2.6 The Council is currently exploring a framework agreement with a designated 
supplier for the provision of Professional services for project related work. Each 
project will be evaluated on an individual basis to determine its needs, establish 
key milestones and deliverables upon which payments will be made on 
successfully meeting these targets. Adopting this approach to managing 
projects would generate greater Value for Money and deliver on project 
objectives. It is recognised that this is a skill set that we do not have sufficient 
resources of in the organisation because of the technical skills required.  We 
have met with Comensura and Matrix who both offer the Statement of Works 
service.  We will be including this into the new Agency Tender in June 2021

2.7   The previously reported situation continues with by far the largest group of 
temporary workers being “on contract” agency and temporary staff appointed 
through the Council’s corporate contract with Comensura for the supply of 
agency staff. Whist there is an increase in the costs of interims via Comensura 
this represents a reduction in appointments, which are off contract or through 
LGRP. Interims are engaged with the involvement and oversight of the HR 
function by way of a database that supplies monthly spend and usage reports to 
Council managers, DMTs and the Corporate Management Team.

2.8 The Council has different delivery models to ensure services are able to realise 
efficiencies, become more resilient and effective by sharing services with other 
London Boroughs. In October 2016, the Legal shared services expanded to 
include Wandsworth and a year later Regulatory Services followed. As a result 
of the expansions a number of interims with pay rates over £30 per an hour 
transferred to Merton – the costs of these appointments are shared across the 
service and rechargeable to partner boroughs. 

2.9 The Council introduced a temp to perm procedure to reduce the reliance on 
agency workers and allowed conversions from agency to permanent staff when 
certain conditions were met.  One hundred and sixteen (116) agency workers 
have transferred to permanent employment from September 2017 to May 2020.
From October 2019 to May 2020 we have transferred twenty (20)
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2.10 Within the services career pathways are being developed through the creation 
of apprenticeships schemes (where standards are available) and ensuring that 
that the apprenticeship levy is used to meet the development element.

2.11 The total spend for interim and temporary workers from 2017 to date are listed 
below: interims via Comensura Graph 1 and Table 1, LGRP and off contract 
Graph 2 and Table 2

Graph 1 – List totals for  17/18, 18/19, 19/20 and year to date for interim and 
temporary workers – Comensura

Table 1 - List totals for  17/18, 18/19, 19/20 and year to date for Interim and 
temporary workers – Comensura
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Graph 2 - Total of LGRP and Off Contract assignments over £30 for each 
financial year

Table 2 - Total of LGRP and Off Contract assignments over £30 for each financial 
year
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2.12    From October 19 to May 20 we have increased the number of staff paid £30 per 
hour and above (Graph 3 / Table 3) by 15.Due to covid-19 we saw an increase 
from April to May as Merton Council begin to implement Recovery Projects to be 
able to get the workforce back to work

Graph 3 - Total no. of interim workers over £30 in each financial year

Table 3 - Total no. of interim workers over £30 in each financial year
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2.13 Most Interims are on a day rate which is a specified rate for the job no matter 
how many hours the interim works.  This is often cost effective for the Council 
as many of our interims work well in excess of what would be considered a 
normal working day.  Agency workers tend to be paid by the hour and we 
closely monitor actual hours worked so that we can measure actual cost against 
expected cost.  Any hours worked over 35 hours must be agreed in advance by 
the Manager.  Where this affects the over £30 per hour workers they have been 
highlighted in yellow on the appendix and the actual hours worked shown.

2.14 There has been a reduction in the use of off contract appointments due to 
monitoring and the introduction of IR35 tax legislation in April 2017. IR35 is tax 
legislation designed to combat tax avoidance by workers supplying their 
services to clients via an intermediary, such as a limited company, but who 
would be an employee if the intermediary was not used. 

2.15 The purpose of IR35 is to prevent contractors, consultants and freelancers from 
trading via their own limited company in order to pay less tax and national 
insurance contributions (NIC) than if they were employed directly by their end 
client or agency. This has only been rolled out to the Public sector; the rollout to 
the private has been scheduled for 1st April 2020 but has been delayed until 
April 2021 due to COVID-19..

2.16 HR monitors suppliers and contractors to ensure they are IR35 compliant and 
the IR35 process for off payroll workers was recently audited and received a 
substantial assurance.

3. Directorate feedback

Directors have been invited to provide short overall summary comments on 
agency/consultant usage and action being taken in their area and these are:

3.1    Children, Schools and Families 

CSF currently have 2 agency workers via Comensura, which have been here 
over 24 months 

Positive action continues to be taken to reduce the CSF reliance on agency 
workers and agency costs continue to be relatively low for this service. CSF 
actively recruits to permanent roles, reducing the use and duration of agency 
workers. In particular, the use of consultants has decreased significantly. 

In all but a few exceptions, the CSF agency workers and consultant are 
covering management and frontline posts discharging statutory functions which 
require a qualified social worker. To safely and effectively discharge the 
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Council’s statutory duties social worker’s must have appropriate management 
supervision and manageable caseloads. This requires interim agency social 
worker cover for vacancies pending permanent recruitment. 

However, we anticipate that as ‘lockdown’ ends and children become more 
visible to schools and other agencies outside their families, there may be a 
surge in children’s social care activity, which may need additional temporary 
staffing to respond within children’s timescales.

The other agency workers are for specialist posts such as speech and language 
therapy which is also a statutory requirement as part of children’s Education, 
Health and Care Plans. Because of growth funding applied to this area in the 
2020/21 budget, we anticipate more permanent recruitment in this area, which 
should assist in reducing the reliance on agency workers in SEND services. 

HR works closely with the social care leadership team to review vacancies and 
use of agency social workers. This financial year, we have been successful in 
transferring agency social workers and senior social work managers onto 
permanent contracts. Our involvement in regional programmes to offer student 
and newly qualified social workers training placements has continued providing 
a pipeline of newly qualified social workers seeking permanent contracts with 
Merton. 

A contract with the national Guardian online for recruitment advertising is now in 
place to raise Merton’s profile and awareness of social work opportunities. 
Retention packages continue as part of the recruitment strategy, to retain 
existing permanent social workers and to provide continuity of service to some 
of our most vulnerable clients. 

3.2 Community and Housing

C&H currently have 4 agency workers via Comensura, which have been here 
over 24 months

Within Community and Housing, use of agency staff is predominantly within 
adult social care and in specialist, hard to recruit to posts.  A high number of 
agency staff have been in post covering permanent vacancies due to the 
service restructure in adult social care which was delayed due to Covid 19 but is 
now near completion. We will be undertaking a large recruitment campaign to fill 
these vacancies shortly. In addition there are service redesigns being 
conducted for the Mental Health and Learning Disability service which will 
establish the final permanent staffing requirement. Covid 19 and the revised 
working practices has necessitated the need for extra resources. 
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C&H currently have 4 agency workers via Comensura, which have been here 
over 24 months. A number of initiatives have been implemented to focus on 
recruiting and retaining staff. We have implemented an apprenticeship scheme 
and offered enhanced training and development opportunities to attract and 
retain staff. We are working with the Teaching Partnership to get Assessed and 
supported year in employment (ASYE) social work applicants who can convert 
to permanent staff. We expect to significantly reduce our reliance on agency 
staff by October 2020.

3.3 Corporate Services

CS currently have 11 agency workers via Comensura, which have been here 
over 24 months and 1 from LGRP

Of the 11 agency workers, 10 are lawyers in the Shared Legal Service (SLLP) 
paid for by the five participatory boroughs; mainly in the property and 
procurement team where we compete with the private sector. We have an 
ongoing recruitment campaign but still have limited success in attracting 
permanent staff. We are looking at further temp to perm within SLLP and there 
is one in the pipeline. For  the other Comensura agency worker, the work is 
demand based on the schools capital programme.  For the LGRP interim, there 
have been difficulties in recruiting to vacant posts and whilst there has been 
some relaxation in government timescales for the accounts, we have worked 
closely with our External Auditor to ensure original deadlines are kept.

3.4 Environment and Regeneration

E&R currently have 11 agency workers via Comensura, which have been here 
over 24 months,1 consultant and 1 from LGRP

Numbers have not reduced as much as anticipated because of the impact of 
Covid 19. This reflects Government advice and support for staff on interim / 
agency contracts. We shall be reviewing all positions as we move out of 
Lockdown and into recovery  

Others are providing specialist skills or are covering [often short term] externally 
funded roles including capital schemes. There are a number of professional 
areas where there is an extremely competitive market in which all London 
boroughs are struggling to recruit and retain permanent staff. This includes 
Traffic engineers, Planning officers and Building control surveyors where the 
emergence of a strong interim market as well as private sector competition [in 
building control particularly] has changed employment patterns and our ability to 
recruit and retain staff. 
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E&R DMT reviews this matter on a regular basis in order to manage risk 
including the financial impact.

4 Timetable

4.1 Regular monthly reports of all interim/temporary placements are sent to 
departments and suitable “challenge” meetings are held with DMTs on a monthly 
basis. Agency spend and number of agency staff forming part of the workforce 
are reported to CMT on a monthly basis as part of the HR Metrics.  

4.2 We will endeavour to give the most up to date information we have available.

5   Financial, resource and property implications

5.1   The aim is to challenge hiring managers’ interim/temporary placements and 
reduce overall costs associated with interim workers where possible, noting that 
in many cases the Council has to cover statutory functions. 

6  Legal and statutory implications

6.1 There are no specific legal implications arising from the report

7 Human rights, equalities and community cohesion implications

7.1   The amendments that have been made to the Council’s HR policies and   
processes will improve confidence in the Council’s HR recruitment procedure and 
the maintenance of the interim position database to provide the means to ensure 
compliance with Members’ requirements.

8 Crime and Disorder implications

8.1 None

9 Risk management and health and safety implications

9.1 These are detailed in the Ernst and Young report of 12 March 2014 and 
subsequent reports.

10 Appendices – the following documents are to be published with this     
report and form part of the report

10.1  Temporary Worker Register – May 2020

11 Background papers

11.1 None
 .
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